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Discourage assumptions

Use the parking lot respectfully and
effectively

Explain to all parties what you know about
their side of the story at the beginning so
there are fewer assumptions.

Food, always food, and fidget toys.

hire an artist to draw images during work

check how everyone is doing

One Word
One word to describe how you feel about moving forward (use at
end of meeting)

Create a safe space for all perspectives

Going over decisions and next steps at the
end of the meeting

use a device that THEY manage that helps
you limit the time people speak in
introductions.

ask open questions

World Cafe
Doing the session in a world cafe format.

Be conscious of who is talking a lot and who
is not sharing at all

Go through the agenda, support participants
understanding the function of the flow and
timing

being energetic - rhythmic

Leave room for silences

Encourage questions.

Be patient, silence is OK! Don't shy away from
that

Try to stay cool, calm, and collected

Silence is not the enemy

Keep an eye on the big picture - where are we
in the process? are all voices being heard?
what is the feeling in the room?

Best practices for facilitation
Let people �nish their thoughts
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keep an eye on the time 
help people re-frame their interests into positions 
focus on the outcome  
keep a list of follow up actions

Tie A Knot
As the group makes a decision and is ready to move forward --tie
a knot in the rope and give that knot a name (we are not going
back and untie the knot 

Build in options for open communication

Be flexible and willing to adjust schedule if
needed

Keep it pithy

Keep an eye to clock, Bring food!

incorporate a 15 minute 'meet and greet'
block of time at the beginning to allow for
those chronically tardy partners


